Video Email Messaging as
the Future of Sales Outreach
Case Study:
Video Email Messaging
Chestnut Ridge at Rodale

The Situation
Chestnut Ridge at Rodale approached their slated groundbreaking
time and needed to continue hitting and surpassing sales goals.
The marketing and sales team wanted to expand on their existing

Website:
ChestnutRidgeatRodale.org

sales tactics to generate more engagement from leads, leading to
more deposits. With advances in sales technology, Creating Results
recommended testing a video email messaging platform to allow sales

Industry:
Senior Living

team members to create on-the-spot personal messages that are
delivered directly to a lead’s inbox.

Strategy
Our senior living audience is all about trust. Many times, when they
receive an email, they can’t put a face with the name, sometimes
making it difficult for them to trust who it’s being sent from. With
video email messaging – they can. Platforms like Soapbox, Bombbomb,
and Covideo allow users to record short, tailored videos that can
be sent directly to a contact’s email. Using video email messaging
 

allows for not only personalized touches from the sales team, but it
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TESTIMONIAL:

"Our sale advisor saw a
31% video to appointment
conversion rate and a 8%
conversion rate to signings!
Additionally, 97% of her
videos were viewed. These

also creates a genuine interaction between all parties where you’re
able to see a smile, hear emotion in a voice, and more. Creating
Results felt that testing a platform with video email messaging would
catapult the number of responses from the lead side, eventually
increasing the inquiry to sale conversion.

Solutions
Creating Results worked closely with the marketing and sales team at
Chestnut Ridge to roll out training and usage guidelines for a video

numbers reinforce the

email marketing platform. This included real-time video development,

investment we made in

examples of the best ways to use video (post-tour, initial engagement,

the video email messaging
platform."

event invitations) and homework!
To encourage initial adoption, sales members were incentivized on the
number of video messages they sent each month. In turn, the marketing
team also started using the platform to send video messages internally
– sharing tips and tricks, as well as words of encouragement. What the
sales team found was that the pain (or the fear of new technology) was
worth the gain as demonstrated in the results below.

Results
While some adoption has been slower than others, the sales team
members that have been using video email messaging have become
believers. The proof is in what they have seen in terms of the improved
response from leads via email, the influx of appointments set from video
responses and finally – SALES!
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97%
Average percentage
of video email watched
once sent

1.2

Video plays per prospect
(meaning they tend to watch
it more than once)

AVERAGE OF A

9%

VIDEO TO SALE
CONVERSION RATE
for those actively using
(compared to a 6% inquiry
to sale ratio overall)

3% Increase in Tour to Sale using video emal messaging
One salesperson said “More and more of my communications is via email and less on the phone. The personal touch
with a video introducing myself helps reduce the anxiety when the children of the potential resident work during the
day and they do not have the availability to verbally have a conversation on the phone. It really helps reduce their
stress and gets them excited about next steps.” This drives home the ease of interaction with this product, both from
the sales side and from the recipient side.
Another stated “I like getting creative with emails and video email messaging is getting easier to use each day. The
app is very handy and I can send a quick email anywhere!” Convienience is key for sales-team adoption. If it’s
too complicated of an outreach, the less likely the adoption of a tool will be. Not to mention convenience for a
recipient to access and respond. Email comes with us wherever we go as it’s pre-loaded onto most cell phones
nowadays. Video email messaging essentially allows your outreach to be carried in someone’s pocket.
We also received positive feedback from recipients of video email messages. One prospect stated the she really
enjoyed watching the video. She said it was a creative way to remind her about her appointment and sent it to her
daughter. Another couple that recently signed enjoyed seeing a video email message showing them their apartment
marked sold on the community's magnetic board. This was major for them as they live out of state and couldn not
sign in person.

everything mature consumers experience
Creating Results is a generational marketing agency with more than 25
years of experience in senior living and 55+ housing. Exclusively focused
on 50+ audiences, we design solutions for each client’s competitive
landscape, assets and goals.
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